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Question

Under which condition do leaders face audience costs? How
are audience costs endogenized?

I Audience costs: Political costs leaders face for backing down after
making public foreign policy commitments

- Fearon (1994), Smith (1998), Guisinger and Smith (2002), Schultz (1998, 2001) Ramsay

(2004), Slantchev (2006), Kurizaki (2016), Debs and Weiss (2016), Tomz (2007), Trager

and Vavreck (2011), Levendusky and Horowitz (2012), Chaudoin (2014), Kertzer and

Brutger (2016)

I Audience costs as exogenously given. Audiences always condemn backing
down

⇒ voter preferences from inconsistency cost

+ policy (outcome value, issue complexity, issue salience)
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Background

Fearon (1994)
I Why does a war occur? When do states learn in an international crisis?
I Under incomplete information: willingness to misrepresent resolve

AND willingness to avoid war

⇒ Public commitments as costly signals

I Assumptions:

1) Audiences always condemn backing down.

2) Audiences care only the inconsistency between words and actions.

3) No need to distinguish the commitment stage and the action stage.

Do audiences always punish backing down?
How are audience costs generated at home?
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Model

Focus: Domestic interaction between audiences and their leader

Assumptions:
I Leaders have informational advantage.
I Audiences can politically punish leaders.
I Leaders are office seeking and policy seeking.

I The leader has already have committed.

- The decision at the action stage (d2) does not always depend on that at the

commitment stage (d1).

- Given a shock β, it is possible that F(d2|β) 6= F (d2|β, d1) while F(d2) = F(d2|d1).

Novel features: policy preferences

I This model allows audiences to form preferences;

based on their perceived value of policy outcome

with some challeges to chanel their information (i.e. issue complexity, and salience)

I and to evaluate FT as well as BD.
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Model (Contd.)
N

L

NN

V V

α ∼ U(−ᾱ, ᾱ)

ε ∼ U(−ε̄, ε̄) ε ∼ U(−ε̄, ε̄)Voter observes
α̂ = α + ε

BD FT

P ¬ PP ¬ P

α− Vp α

0 sα− Cv

−Vp 0

sα 0

Notations

L: the leader

V: the voter

BD: Back Down
FT: Follow Through

P: Punish
¬ P: Support

α ∼ U(−ᾱ, ᾱ): Marginal value of

policy outcome of BD

ε ∼ U(−ε̄, ε̄): Uncertainty from

issue complexity (ε̄)

α̂ = α + ε: V’s noisy observation of α

s ∈ R>1: Issue salience



Equilibrium

Baseline Model 1 (ε = 0; Cv = 0; s = 1)
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Equilibrium (Contd.)
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Equilibrium (ε 6= 0; Cv 6= 0; s = 1)
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Equilibrium (Cont’d)

L is L’s cutpoint; and α̂1 is V’s cutpoint given FT while α̂2 is that given BD

L =

{
¬BD if α 6 L

BD otherwise

V =


¬P|¬BD if α̂ 6 α̂1

P|¬BD otherwise
P| BD if α̂ 6 α̂2

¬P| BD otherwise
where,

α̂1 =

{
ε̄− CvVp

s(2Vp+ε̄)
if Cv 6

ε̄s(2Vp+ε̄)

Vp
or α̂1 > 0

0 otherwise

α̂2 =

{
2Cv
s
− CvVp

s(2Vp+ε̄)
− ε̄ if Cv 6

ε̄s(2Vp+ε̄)

Vp+ε̄
or α̂2 6 Cv

s
Cv
s

otherwise

L =

{
CvVp

s(2Vp+ε̄)
if Cv 6

2ε̄s(2Vp+ε̄)

Vp

0 otherwise



Equilibrium (Contd.)
I L =

Cv Vp
s(2Vp+ε̄)

I α̂1 = ε̄− Cv Vp
s(2Vp+ε̄)

I α̂2 = 2Cv
s −

Cv Vp
s(2Vp+ε̄) − ε̄
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Cv
s ᾱ−ᾱ

α
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(a) Interior Solution

0 = L = α̂1
Cv
s = α̂2 ᾱ−ᾱ

α

α̂

FT BD

¬P|FT P|FT

P|BD ¬P|BD

Leader

Voter

(b) Boundary Solutions



Analysis

Comparative Statics

0 α̂1 α̂′1 L ′L α̂2α̂′2
Cv
s

FT BD

¬P|FT P|FT

P|BD ¬P|BD

a) issue complexity (ε̄)

¬P|BD



Analysis (Cont’d)
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Analysis (Cont’d)
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Analysis (Cont’d)

0 α̂1α̂′1 L ′L α̂2α̂′2
Cv
s

FT BD

¬P|FT P|FT

P|BD ¬P|BD

d) L’s political cost(Vp)

¬P|BD



Analysis (Cont’d)
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Model 1 (ε = 0; Cv = 0; s = 1)
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Model 2 (ε = 0; Cv 6= 0; s = 1)
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ᾱ−ᾱ
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0 α̂1 L α̂2
Cv
s ᾱ−ᾱ

FT BD

¬P|FT P|FT

P|BD ¬P|BD
Model 4 - Equilibrium (ε 6= 0; Cv 6= 0; s = 1)

I AC affects L only when both Cv and ε 6= 0.

I s affects equilibrium only when Cv 6= 0

I L doesn’t get punished when Cv = 0



Analysis (Cont’d)

Equilibrium Space

FT BDα = L

α̂ = α̂1

α̂ = α̂2
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*Cutpoints: L =
CvVp

s(2Vp+ε̄) ; α̂1 = ε̄− CvVp

s(2Vp+ε̄) ; α̂2 = 2Cv
s −

CvVp

s(2Vp+ε̄) − ε̄;



Conclusion

I AC is not always imposed given BD.

- Policy value affects the size of AC.

Given Some high α̂, BD is somtimes supported.

Given Some low α̂, FT is somtimes punished.

I AC affects L’s decisions in some cases, but not always.

I Next Steps

- Empirical Testing: survey experiment on the implications

- Developing Model:

ex ante policy preference divergence

The impact of elite cues and partisanship

AC in approval ratings vs. electoral decisions



Thank you.


